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Formulierungen englisch diskussion

Discussion, debate, Espressing a opinion/personal/decided/supported by facts Express a opinion/Personal/decided/on a factual basis In my opinion, I'm sure I'm oververy that I'm too good to be minded to think that my per-minded thinking is that my thinking is that it's my way of thinking my
thinking should be confirmation that you need to confirm that it is important to me that it matters that I do not want to be put to the point of being made a lie and to lie to me completely that this seems to me for granted. that it cannot be denied beyond a reasonable doubt beyond any
reasonable doubt. Doubt without any doubt Let years let the facts speak Espressing a confirmed Opinion confirmed Expressing a firm opinion It is certain/undeniable/evident It is safe/ undeniable/ obvious It is it is certain/undeniable/ obvious It is thing is that it goes without saying, it is
unsealing. mind would say No one would say with a clear mind to weigh the pros and cons of weighing you right, when you say you are right when you say you are wrong I confess/I understand confess/I understand confess/I understand I admit/I disagree I disagree with I disagree with The
Other Side, yes the adversarial yes i would be completely light with Completely Light with Altogether Everything and everything To assume the Bottom line is What comes out of this is All facts properly de-edict 2. In this regard reference to the reference to citation expert opinion Give
example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example Give example give example give example give example give example narrow ziteren Quote
Graphic example Vivid example rehe. ex. Reeling B. Latest/last ex. Latest B. Taking... As an example... as B. Follow the example Take the B. set on the ex. Go ahead with a good B. Take without precedent Without being A. Never before Being, for example, by .B. Exemplary example,
Exemplary No Case Explanation or Commenting On Aspect/Details Explain or Comment It means this means that it means that this means that it means that it means that in other words, actually finally and finally obviously Unfortunately Unfortunately What it actually meant is ... It's all
about... Be more concrete If we are more precise/more precise To be more accurate/more accurate To say more about the eluciate Explain Deuten See the subject from a different point of view Look at the subject from a different angle Expressing a clear/cautious opinion Expressing a
clear/cautious opinion Probably/probably, that is true, it is unlikely/inautable that it is unlikely/unsutable that it is unlikely/unsymoved that little bit that little bit is a little bit that little bit that at first glance is at first glance assume that it would be assumed that this is unlikely to me, So it's not
suspicious that it seems like you could point out that she'd say she'd be with the necessary care. The evidence, it seems, suggests that the evidence, it seems, suggests that the evidence, it seems, suggests. That Drawdown Draw the conclusion, to come to the conclusion that summarizes
to sum up the summary of the final, to put it shortly, to brief all things to be taken into account when considering all things Bottom Line is (Am.E) The most correct is to conclude the conclusions Of ConvincingLy Convincingly Come to a Decision Logical conclusion, Logically Coherent in itself
Therefore compilation Philippa Hauer from 16.01.2008. Update: 20.03.2012. © content © pan/Pixelio foreword © RainerSturm/Pixelio 40% of the overall rating - so much is the lingual relevance in the review in high school. If 20% is added to linguistic correctness, the assessment is
determined by the correct and elegant handling of the Language of English. Therefore, good style is not only important for a general understanding of language, but also brings tangible results. The vocabulary, phrases, phrases and expressions in subsequent compilations are doubled. It is
deliberate in that the terms are sorted from different perspectives and - repeat the prints! I. Useful terms Useful terms. The reasons for the comments suggest that I feel (yes)... I'm sure that... Personally, I believe that... It seems to me (that)... I firmly believe that... I see... What I'm saying is...
My view of the problem is... My view is that... From my point of view... In my opinion/position... My opinion/feeling/opinion is that... In my mind... If you ask me... I'm sure that... I'm saying that... I. strong on ... What I want... I'm ready... I have to admit, I (don't)approve... I think that leads to a
feeling... I like to emphasise/emphasise first and foremost I would like to point out that... I'm not going to do... Undoubtedly.... In the first In the latter At first sight (main/basic) reasons are that... The thing/point is... There are a lot of questions about the positions that need to be taken into
account.. There are a number of questions to be discussed... The issues I would like to mention/discuss here are... The second point to be examined is this: ... There's more trouble... Not just... But... Also... The reason why... Is that... That leads to... The next item is... So... And... /as well...
As... The reason is that... We have to count that/Given that... Really Weiterführung Liste besides still too much then especially what is more ... In addition, in addition... More... Because of... Because... for one thing ... (and) for another (thing) start with Second, ...; Third, ...; Finally, ...; Last...
First of all... in first/second place then finally takes, but not least to finish the last(ly) Ähnlichkeiten, Analogien equally similar in the same way as it is similar... Einer Meinung zustimmen Eine Meinung ablehnen I agree. This is (absolutely) right/true. I can't agree anymore. That's how I see it.
That is exactly my opinion/opinion. I don't agree. Actually... I can't accept... Actually... Actually I think(yes) I doubt that contrast/Gegensatz Beispiele either... or, however, to the contrary (contrary to ...) on the one hand ... on the other hand (on the other hand) for example (e.g.) such as
Conjecture (this), namely alternative Ergebnisse festhalten Zusammenfassung und abschließende Bemerkung As a result... As a result... That's why... The effect of that is that... so, to summarise... In short/in general... In its entirety, ... Everything in everything... In conclusion, then it's clear
that... That's why it seems that... When I examine all these questions... After I've put the main arguments on... Taking into account all these factors... I've come to the conclusion that... II. Wortschatzliste für Understanding and comment shinging of ideas, facts and reasons. Start Entwicklung
Schluss first with the first point that I would – thirdly – finally then in second place, besides, except that there is another factor/problem... The next point I would like to mention is the next point that needs to be examined... other factors to consider are also that we must take into account the
need to take into account the fact that the second argument is finally finally final of all the final things there is one point left II.2 Bezugnahme zu den Argumenten des Autors Reference to the author's arguments in the text. the author is of the opinion that, in his opinion/view/on, his arguments
are based on the author... the arguments show that it relates to hints at the handling of the discussions, cites a thesis that presents/develops/defends thesis that expresses its position, has a position that agrees with, approves (from), is for the posh/highlight/stress sub-sub-sub-sub-sub-
hopes/pages s/suosjeje s/suosječa with criticism/blame sb. for/ off SB sb. 100 000 000 000 that sb. that ucinio sth. Sb. objected to/opposed by sb. The subjects instructs that the comments on the premise of the critical attitude to sb. arguing for – it is opposed to the basis of its arguments on
the support of the m/illustrate mit Hilfe dieser Tabelle ist man nun in der glücklichen Lage, dass überstrapazierte und schwammige Wort think zu vermeiden. II.3 Formulierung der eigenen Meinung Expresses your view. with regard to the author's opinion in the text, his argument is not well
held to overlook the fact that the author's suggestions/arguments are convincing, but does not take into account that... It's true, but... despite all these arguments in my opinion/from my point of view, when discussing the difficulties in the commentary, to weigh the pros and cons as far as I
can see, I would like to point out the fact, conse The result would be that the result, li is the result, it seems to me that from the other side, we draw the conclusion that we suspect, we suggest that we suspect and give to the poantu u... is concerned, it could be noted that we are actually
talking strictly about/concerning/talking as opposed to the ... | | | | / question... --&gt; should be named to point out that it is worth noting that Nützliche Satzverknüpfungspartikel useful particle for strike aggregation. Was? Beispiele Gedanken hinzufügen: in addition, in addition, in the same
way Gedanken neu formulieren: in other words, this means, this is Gedankengang abschließen: in short, in short, on the other hand, on the other hand, u contrast with, unatocle, despite, or, or, Vergleich anstellen: in the same way, the same, both, the same, the same, the same, i, the same,
i, as.... as Schlussfolgerung ausdrücken: therefore Einräumung ausdrücken: though, or, i yes, naposletku, u was why, Bedingung ausdrücken: if, except, unless, provided, u case da Begründung/Zweck anführen: therefore, therefore, therefore, therefore, from, on account, so, because of
Bezugnahme ausdrücken: o, concerning, reference to Beispiel anführen: For example, in other words, such as Ort beschreiben: honey, here, where on the right/left, in the middle, before, for, for, in the vicinity, within the distance of zeitliche Verbindung knüpfen: now, i do as much as
possible, as soon as, after, how much, u start, pre, recent, eventually, u same, u the same, u moment, finally, eventually, from, odavd and further, isostavno i worn out, u recently, u prošlosti Hilfreiche Ausdrücke und Wendungen Usefull expressions i phrases. Viele der folgenden
Wendungen wurden schon einmal oben genannt, jedoch hier eine knappe Auswahl übersichtlich sortiert. Einstieg: Entwicklung: Schluss: Personally I think/feel... In my opinion... I object... In my mind... First of all... /further... For starters.../Next.... There's one more reason... It's also worth
noting... And above all... This can be seen ... /So, for example, .... In a word... To conclude... That's why... Consequent Hinführen zum Thema: Aufzählen von Gründen: Ziehen einer Schlussfolgerung: Most people would agree, that many think it was often said to most people As general
exasration To place this statement u first and foremost characteristic, I rigid, in place, the logic result is a scathing one to speak for a rigid reason, he therefore stylists Aufwertung mit Adverben Stylistic revaluation with adverbs. Englisch Deutsch absolutely brilliantly deeply hurts quite a
different exceptionally cold exceptionally interesting very unusually specially difficult wonderfully powerfully limited somewhat silly absolut genial tief verletzt völlig anders extrem kalt äußert interessant höchst ungewöhnlich besonders schwierig wunderbar creative streng limitiert etwas dumm
Alternative Formulierungen und Synonyme Alternative wording and synonyms. Ein guter Stil zeichnet sich besonders durch Wortvielfalt und einen großen Wortschatz aus. Daher ist es immer gut, Alternativen für oft genutzte Wendungen und Wörter zu kennen. Bei der folgenden Tabelle ist
jedoch zubeachten, dass es sich nicht immer um 100%ig gleichbedeutende Phrasen handelt, jedoch kann oft die Alternative genutzt werden, ohne dabei die ursprüngliche Aussageabsicht komplett zu verlieren. Sie sollten folglich mit Bedacht und Know-How genutzt werden. Wort Alternative
(Formulierung) im Sinne von if --&gt; or .., having ... urgent --&gt; inevitably unreseading of course --&gt; surely sicherlich needs --&gt; requires brauche, benötigen it does not matter --&gt; it is frivolous es ist belanglos sometimes --&gt; occasionally gelegentlich is capable --&gt; is able er ist
fähig... reject --&gt; defy the wider, trotzenu, because --&gt; from ...that ... Due to &gt;, wegen/auf Grund von... due &gt; based on Auf Grund von... improve -- &gt; brush up verbessern especially -- &gt; especially ..., besonders ... --&gt; He is likely to go Es ist wahrscheinlich, ve -- &gt; to be
aware that it changes -- &gt; change old, change rarely --&gt; rarely composed /composed of --&gt; consisting of, include get -- &gt; receive understand -- &gt; understand difficult -- &gt; difficult, difficult today --&gt; nowadays should do. -&gt; supposedly done sth. You should do something
for that. -&gt;to do sth. do something nice --&gt; fairly big --&gt; big, big to deal with/be about ---&gt;to revolve around answer --&gt; respond to success --&gt; to get on, success have it we call it Paul --&gt; We call it like Paul a lot --&gt; start a lot for &gt; start here is a long table full of useful
vocabulary. Here too: Think carefully about the context in which they are used, especially since many narrow words can be a verb, adjectitor and/or last name at the same time. In case of uncertainty, I always recommend looking at the dictionary. The English German, in order to reduce the
current time required today, will not be responsible/responsible for accountability/leadership holds/over, implement equality/equality, equality, equality to cover treatment, report on; depending on the impact on the impact; It suffers from a limitation of response/response limitation, response/
response is ready to do sth. Be satisfied/be satisfied that you are satisfied with obeying, obeying, consider, bearing in mind, note that it is considered to occur, occurs, occurs incident, incident occurs, incident to right right, get it right, get right with /in reference/reference to what ... To praise
the praise used to overcome/overcome the abras of being a neabit to the honor to receive, be th-th with sth. To manage something, the master suddenly, suddenly, unexpectedly approve sth. some (miss)cheap disagreements, disagreements to cherish sth. stick to something, something
(worth)to appreciate jealousy/consciousness; jealousy of jealousy; jealous of value benefit, valued youth. puberty adolescent; Allow adolescents to allow; require permission to request, require a duty/obligation of a progressive opportunity, opportunity, the possibility of faithfulness, non-
faithful drying; condemn, damn, sentenced to death, lose his current current harassment, (o) worry that he has something against; concerns; beware that plot sth. plan something, think about it; intregieren for arousing sth. Something that reveals, reveals, reveals, interrupts an affair. without
hesitation, separation between oppression, prohibition, elimination of pleasure, pleasure; A favor, a favor; Suggest that you suggest; to propose; propose understanding, insight; include hypocritical, hypocritical, hypocritical hypocritical, hypocritical (im)mature, maturity (non)maturity, maturity
to get rid of sth. cause something to cause, cause to adjust to the form/ adjust to emphasize emphasize, emphasize, emphasize, to assume the premise (opinion etc.) to refer to refer to the page with the party grabs to put themselves aside someone to suggest that they are used to use to
oppose reject, oppose the lack of... Admire the admiration that they are opposed to bringing, bringing; indictment; protest; prevention is worth sth. it is worth helping support, encourage, assist, assist in conservation, maintenance, proper waiting; expected; be obliged to resign due to
successive resignations, they do not like resignations as a unique unique exaggeration (exaggeration) exaggeration of conscience (future)/aspect of the outlook, prospects of waking up to the evoke evoke; remember to appreciate that appreciate; understand, understand; admit, be grateful,
no doubt respect, respect; appreciated; ensure, secure; be explored; research; find rights jm. entitlement, benefit, profit, profit; support; All right, favor; use, promotion, promotion; take advantage of (from) grief, suffering; Grieving; Remorse for handing over the task; surrender, surrender,
surrender for the latter/former to the latter/former to improve the brush, refresh the appeal, appeal, appeal; (right); for success, it thrives, while the (contrast) measure for assessment (religion) assess, assess, assess, assess, evaluate, evaluate, evaluate, evaluate, evaluate, evaluate the
shape (... designed with...) planning, adaptation; to plan a replacement, to replace it with doubts, to agree to the pressure that agreements are delayed, to stay, to pass slowly; walking to tinge implode, urgency; continue/continue to tackle the problem, tackle sb. We're running out of time
for... Jm. Time runs out, especially... He's going to go especially. - Looks like he's going to go. common/common aspirations (Adj.) to offer; Offer; sensitive exceptional ... In the sense... ... in the form of...; ... About... worth the effort that rewards the vain collection of (a) collection in vain, vain,
relentless for the climax of the climax of the restoration to appoint an appointment, called to confirm the confirmation reversed to be/be aware sth. something to know, be aware of things SB is missing sth. jm missing something unavoidable; severe, severe (illness); hard, rough (weather) for
bug annoying, angry to coop up locks practically practical (notified) action plot; Performance to assess sth. assess something; (ab)assessment to deny, deny, deny forgiveness, (habits) give up the surface to help aid, encouragement, aid amount certainly consists of, include (without
preparation.) change old, change, rare change to worse change in the bad. at first glance apparently an obvious recognition for the burden occasionally that pine snituto occupy (strong) condemn sb jmd. negative lyricism should be condemned; capable, capable, capable, capable;
can/could/could do something outdated, outdated, outdated altruism altruism prejudegasque in particular circumstances in the particular circumstances of various miscelleables, various missings differ at the expense of the uštštš to lie to the teachings of the teachings of the difficult works to
be too early, success is immense, that the garden would turn to turn to turn to turn the uokolo... volume, volume to increase, increase; Stepping up on rock shake, cause problems
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